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0 of 0 review helpful This is merely a background of how the Hippie movement ideals practices and people came to be 
By Customer I really liked this It provided me a somewhat understanding of the Hippies However ai would have liked 
ti know a little more of their fashion statement why did they wore bright colorful clothing why did they leave their hair 
longs why all the piercings why all the tattoos Regardless No one can tell you how to be a hippie That would be very 
unhippie like It rsquo s not about growing out your hair wearing bright colorful clothing listening to 60s music getting 
stoned being a vegetarian or living in a commune Being a hippie means having certain ideals and pursuing them 
actively So in a way it can be said that hippies have always been around at all times and in all places If you want to 
pattern yourself after the 60s hippies however then st 
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